Abstract -Geometrical accuracy of remote sensing data often is ensured by geometrical transforms based on Ground Control Points (GCPs). Manual selection of GCP is a time-consuming process, which requires some sort of automation. Therefore, the aim of this study is to present and evaluate methodology for easier, semi-automatic selection of ground control points for urban areas. Custom line scanning algorithm was implemented and applied to data in order to extract potential GCPs for an image analyst. The proposed method was tested for classical orthorectification and special object polygon transform. Results are convincing and show that in the test case semi-automatic methodology is able to correct locations of 70 % (thermal data) -80 % (orthophoto images) of buildings. Geometrical transform for subimages of approximately 3 hectares with approximately 12 automatically found GCPs resulted in RSME approximately 1 meter with standard deviation of 1.2 meters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Geographical and geometrical accuracy is crucial for applications employing data from multiple sources. Geometrical offsets between images can introduce errors in descriptor values and burden data analysis. Typically, such problems are solved by the orthorectification procedure based on Ground Control Points (GCPs), which in fact are well defined and easily recognisable features that can be located accurately in all data sets [1] . In urban areas, the corners of buildings taken as GCPs can serve as qualitative features because these are clearly distinguishable, stable in time and available in electronic maps (both free of charge data and high quality maps managed by government institutions). GCPs are used to find coefficients for transformation equations, which define relationship between an original coordinate grid of data and corrected coordinate grid. One data source is selected as reference data, the other is corrected according to geometrical information in reference data. Spatial distribution of GCPs is crucial for ensuring accuracy of orthorectification [2] ; therefore, dense and uniformly distributed GCPs are highly required. Also a number of GCPs should be larger than a minimum number of points required by the transformation function and should be as large as possible [3] . GCP manual selection by hand is a time-consuming process requiring ongoing attention; therefore, semi-automatic procedures yield an opportunity to process a large amount of data much faster and more accurately. In this context, semi-automatic procedures are solutions for selecting potential GCPs after performing the data analysis, whereas an image analyst must correct only wrong GCPs or provide GCPs in complex areas.
A. Statement of the Problem
Motivation of this study lies in the automatic analysis of roofs in the urban area to examine thermal characteristics of each roof. The proposed system for analysis reads in vector layer of buildings and extracts different raster statistics and descriptors for each building polygon. To acquire valid descriptors, accurate contours of building rooftops are required.
One approach to solving this problem could be building detection using computer vision and remote sensing data processing methods. However, this task is very challenging due to the complex structure of buildings as well as similar spectral features with other urban objects [4] . Therefore, in this study the advantages and disadvantages of geometrical correction were evaluated with semi-automatically found ground control points for vector maps and different types of aerial photos to ensure higher geometrical accuracy.
The aim of this study is to present and evaluate methodology for easier, semi-automatic selection of ground control points for urban areas.
Building corners are potential GCPs in this study and the proposed methodology aims at finding these corners in vector maps and different types of remote sensing data by seeking linear features in the images. Geometrical correction using GCPs was performed in two different ways: correction was applied to each polygon in vector map separately and standard orthorectification procedure with second order polynomial transformation model was applied to remote sensing data.
B. Related Research
Geometrical correction can be implemented by performing the following general steps [5] :
1. feature extraction; 2. feature matching; 3. transformation model estimation; 4. image registration or orthorectification. Automation of the process can be achieved by replacing manual work of human interpreter in first two steps by automated solutions [5] .
Both area-based and feature-based techniques can be used in feature extraction and matching phase. In the area-based methods, a small window in the image to be corrected is
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2016/20 22 compared statistically with subregions in the reference image. Similarity often is measured by a normalized correlation coefficient. Liu et al. [6] presents a methodology based on assumption that potential GCRs (ground control regions) are located at pixels with higher contrast of grayscale values. These algorithms can be used to coregister images from the same source and therefore are not of the interest in this study.
Feature-based methods are more robust and mostly related to object properties such as boundary and edge features, which are less affected by data acquisition technique.
Since spectral characteristics of buildings are not particularly unique, edge detection techniques are a suggestible solution to extract linear features such as building contour elements. Some typical solutions are gradient based edge detection, Hough transform, template matching and dynamic programming [7] . Modifications of basic gradient operators, for example, Sobel operator can achieve higher edge detection accuracy [8] . Edges can be classified in three types: edge caused by surface normal discontinuities, caused by depth discontinuities, caused solely by intensity discontinuities [9] . For GCP selection only the first type of edges is of interest; however, edge detectors more or less are sensitive to all types of edges. Centres of gravity of closed boundaries, salient points and crossing points of linear features can be used as GCPs.
Many studies propose using scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) method. Ye and Shan [10] and Yu et al. [11] employed SIFT together with Harris corner detector to register multispectral satellite images such as Quickbird, WorldView, SPOT5, SPOT4 and Landsat TM. The proposed research highlights the ability of SIFT to extract sufficient amount of GCPs, despite the fact that it gives poor performance and quality when applied to multisource remote sensing data [12] .
Other feature extraction techniques include segmentation and classification methods, for example, Maximally Stable Extremal Regions [13] .
Feature matching is a challenging problem. This step links corresponding points between the data sets. Accuracy of this step determines the quality of transformation model coefficients. Existing algorithms include binary correlation, distance transform, Chamfer matching, dynamic programming, structural matching, chain code correlation, distance of invariant moments [14] and original solutions [15] , [16] .
Most of the automated GCP studies consider image registration. Spatial resolution of images under consideration is different, but data acquisition process basically is the same. In this study, we consider correction of images obtained from different sources originated from different physical processes.
II. STUDY SITE AND DATA SETS
Study site covers the area of the city of Liepāja (56°30′42″N 21°00′50″E), which is the third largest city in Latvia with total area of 60.4 km 2 , population 70 499 (2015) and population density 1037/km 2 [17] . Geometric compatibility was tested for data set, including OpenStreetMap data, thermal remote sensing images acquired from Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and orthophoto maps in visible light.
OpenStreetMap Data OpenStreetMap (OSM) is open geographical data acquired by volunteers using aerial imagery, GPS devices and low-tech maps. OSM data can be downloaded as SHP files. In the given application, only multipolygon layer was used to analyse buildings. More than 8000 buildings were registered in OSM for area covered by remote sensing images.
Thermal Images Thermal images were acquired on 11 December 2011 using HgCdTe sensor in 0.2 m spatial resolution. Spectral resolution was 8-14 mm. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and GNSS were employed during the flight and data were projected on the plane acquired by radar measurements. Geometrical correction was performed using GCPs selected from building vector maps, but accuracy varied in different parts of the image. Thermal images covered approximately 3200 hectares.
Orthophotomaps Orthophotomaps in visible light and with spatial resolution of 0.4 m were acquired from the Latvian Geospatial Information Agency for year 2015. Images were taken in "leaves-on" season according to requirements of aerial images for countrywide database [18] . Figure 1 shows contours of one sample building in all three data sets. Offsets observed are significant enough to degrade the quality of statistical analysis, especially, when creating raster descriptors used for building polygons. 
III. METHODOLOGY
Principal steps of semi-automatic methodology are shown in Fig. 2 .
A. Extract Potential GCP Points and Significant Lines from OSM Data
The polygons of building are selected from OSM data where each polygon is marked with a unique label. If polygon has less than 6 vertices, then four longest lines are found and marked as significant lines. Potential GCP points are corner (crossing) points that are generated by those significant lines. If polygon has more than 6 vertices, then 3 corner points are found where corresponding edges have the longest total 
B. Feature Extraction from the Image
The task is to extract corners of the buildings in the remote sensing images.
Basic idea: extract significant lines forming building contour and link the line crossing points with the building corner points presented in OSM data.
Preprocessing The building to be processed is extracted from the whole remote sensing image with surrounding border (neighbourhood) around the expected building location according to OSM data in order to include possible offsets in the extracted image. This step helps discard potential influence of neighbouring buildings. In this study, buffer around the bounding box of building polygon was 30 pixels (6 meters). Noise was reduced by 5 x 5 median filter. Median filter was chosen to prevent smoothing of edges comparing with other popular filters, such as Wiener filtering or Gaussian filter [19] .
Extraction of Edges
Edges were extracted by using Sobel edge detector with a sensitive threshold [20] . Since we are interested only in significant lines that are expected to be formed by strong edges, Sobel edge detector outperforms frequently applied Canny edge detector, which is more sensitive to intensity changes and aims at finding connected edges introducing extra information. In this case, the extraction of significant lines would require additional computational burden.
Extraction of Lines of Interest
Classical solution for line extraction from binary edges is Hough transform [21] . Its basic implementation requires additional post processing when straight lines are distorted geometrically during image acquisition; therefore, in this study a specific line scanning algorithm was proposed. 
Line Scanning Method
Line scanning algorithm in the binary image is based on two assumptions: 1) offset always is so small that centroid of the reference polygon is located inside the area corresponding to the building in the remote sensing image, 2) actual building outer contour lines go approximately in the same direction (same slope) as lines in the reference polygon.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to slide each significant line over the image in perpendicular direction of the line slope and to check overlap between the line and the binary edge image. Location with maximum overlap is the actual location of the line of interest. Thickness of the scanning line is larger than 1 (7 pixels in our study) to account for contour distortions.
Each of the significant lines is defined by a linear function equation:
where a -slope and b -intersect. For each of the significant lines it is necessary to find a perpendicular line = + , which crosses the centroid of the reference polygon:
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where Cx, Cy are x and y coordinates of the reference polygon centroid, respectively. Unique coordinates y of the perpendicular line yp on the image grid represent intersect points of the significant line ys when it slides over the image.
Line ys is translated over the image as line yt by keeping the same slope a, but changing intersect according to unique coordinates y of the line yp. Since slope of actual edge can be a bit different from the line yt, the translated line is generated with certain thickness (in our case thickness is 7 pixels).
Translation is geometrically constrained. Distance between lines ys and yt cannot exceed certain threshold Td (empirically Td = 20 was chosen so it would be larger than the largest offset observed in data). In some cases, the offset between building in image and polygon is so large that it was not possible to use constraining translation to only one side of the centroid. Overlap o is calculated between rasterized line yt and binary edge image BW as follows:
Maximum value of o over the image shows intersect of actual line ys location. However, the line is additionally corrected by linear regression. Image x and y coordinates of white pixels are extracted in maximum overlap area in the image and passed to algorithm for fitting first order polynomial. Slope and intersect of this polynomial shows the actual location of the final line yf in image coordinates. If absolute difference in slopes of yf and yt exceeds certain threshold Ts (Ts = 0.2 in our study), then slope of yt is employed ayf = ayt. Intersection points of final lines are found by using standard equations in geometry, for example:
where 1 and 1 are x and y coordinates of the first GCP, f1 and f2 label parameters of final significant lines No. 1 and 2 making crossing point GCP1.
Once pixels in binary edge image corresponding to the significant line are found, their locations are replaced with value 0. Some of significant lines forming the building are almost parallel; therefore, one significant line scan can find actual location of the other significant line. This is not constrained because the order of significant lines does not impact GCP matching.
C. GCP Matching
Offsets can be the cause of errors in the results -the obtained Euclidean distances can be small also for wrongly estimated points. In this matter, spatial relationship between points can be used more efficiently than matching by Euclidean distance. This approach can produce four crossing points as maximum (if four significant lines are selected); therefore, points can be labelled by four labels: UL -upper left, UR -upper right, LL -lower left and LR -lower right points. Upper left point has the lowest values of coordinate y and coordinate x; upper right point has the lowest value of coordinate y and the highest value of coordinate x, etc. Potential GCPs from OSM data and crossing points of corrected significant lines were marked with these labels. After this step UL point is matched with other UL point, UR point with other UR point and so on.
D. User Input
Due to the different possible real life scenarios, this approach remains semi-automatic, meaning that a user must double-check and confirm selection of GCPs and/or provide manual selection in difficult cases. The given implementation includes options to approve only valid GCPs found by an automatic procedure, and allows selecting GCPs manually for every polygon, if necessary, as well as correcting the shape of polygon when reference polygons do not represent the actual shape of the building.
E. Application of GCPs
Once GCPs are retrieved, they can be applied in two ways. If the further task requires polygon statistics, then it is worth transforming only a polygon image leaving remote sensing images unchanged. If all data sets must be registered in one standard, then geometric transform can be applied to remote sensing images using a polygon image as a reference image.
Polygon Transformations Remote sensing images -no geometrical transformation. Polygon image -affine transform applied to every polygon separately according to GCPs selected.
GCPs are used to compute the affine transformation matrix for a polygon. According to the number of GCPs, affine transform can perform translation, rotation, scaling, shear and reflection [19] . Affine transform is applied to a small polygon image cut out from the original image during a preprocessing step. Since centroid location should not change with respect to polygon edges, it can be used to project back the transformed polygon into the original image. Affine transform can be applied to centroid coordinates as well. Polygon pixels with specific label are deleted (replaced with zeros) and transformed polygon is placed in the big image according to its centroid values.
Geometric Correction
Remote sensing images -geometrical transformation using second order polynomial.
Polygon image -no geometrical transformation, reference image. This is a common geometric correction procedure described extensively in remote sensing literature [1] , [2] . GCPs are used to calculate transformation coefficients for a transformation model. The second order polynomial transformation model was evaluated.
Accuracy Assessment Accuracy for polygon transformation is expressed as percentage of automatically corrected buildings (a user confirms all points found by an algorithm), percentage of buildings corrected using only a few points found by the methodology (a user deletes wrongly estimated GCPs) and percentage of building polygons corrected by a user manually.
Accuracy for geometric correction is calculated as a root mean square error between the required point location and point locations provided by the transform model:
where n -a number of GCPs; xi, yi -correct locations of GCPs; ̅ , ̅ -locations of GCPs found by the transformation model. In this study, RMSE is expressed in pixel count not metric units.
IV. RESULTS

A. Polygon Transformations
For evaluation of the performance of polygon transformation, 100 buildings were selected. The list of buildings was obtained from freely available heat consumption data for year 2011 [22] . Figure 5 shows an example how the provided solution looks like and the resultant polygon transform. 
B. Geometric Correction
Second order polynomial transformation model was applied to subimages with an area of approximately 3 hectares. According to building density, 8-30 GCPs were automatically found and confirmed as valid, but 6-20 GCPs were deleted manually. RMSE for both orthophotomap and thermal image was approximately 0.8 meters with standard deviation of 0.6 meters for GCPs included in the calculation of transformation model. For independent test points (10 selected by hand for each subimage) RMSE was 1 meter with standard deviation of 1.2 meters. Totally RMSE statistics were acquired for 40 subimages.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, the semi-automatic solution for selecting GCPs in high resolution aerial remote sensing data has been presented. The method requires building polygons (e.g., from OpenStreetMap data) and high resolution remote sensing images as input. Special line scanning algorithm seeks the longest lines in building contours according to polygon data and calculated GCPs. User visually must validate and confirm automatically estimated GCPs or perform manual selection of GCPs in more complex cases where the proposed algorithm is not able to achieve good performance.
This semi-automatic solution allows selecting more GCPs much faster than it is typically done by hand considering each building separately, therefore providing the semi-automation of the process.
GCPs have been applied to transform polygons themselves and to perform classical geometric transform.
For automatic analysis of polygon properties, polygon transformation is recommended and semi-automatic approach can be applied to every single polygon of interest.
Classical geometric transform is recommended for visual assessment and cases where one might decide to correlate remote sensing images with each other.
Accuracy assessment has shown significant improvement in accuracy by using our proposed semi-automatic approach; however, accuracy assessment is affected by subjective reasons for geometric correction. For polygon transform, accuracy is affected by shape complexity of the buildings in test data as well as image acquisition properties.
The main advantage of the methodology provided here is GCP selection speed. Despite the individual manual selection speed of image analysts, confirmation of points takes less time than searching and selecting GCPs by hand solely.
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Automated extraction of significant lines has been affected by following challenges:
 Remote sensing data are acquired by different sensors in different wavelengths, at different view angles and different seasons.  In some cases, OSM data contain only approximated contour of the building without small details.  Thermal images contain strong noise component; borders of the objects are smooth and are spatially distorted.  View angle in both thermal and orthophotomaps produces false corners and walls can be seen from one side.  Spectral and intensity differences between roofs and other objects are not significantly big.  In "leaves-on" season, trees occlude some parts of the buildings and shadows cause strong edges.  In thermal images, high contrast areas are related with heat leaks. In case of heating mains, these high contrast areas can be linear and located near the edges of roofs in the image. In the future research, the proposed semi-automatic algorithm could be improved to deal with automatic evaluation of selected GCPs. More detailed analysis must be performed to analyse the neighbourhood of GCP locations in the image in order to distinguish between true and false GCPs with even smaller user interaction.
